Referees: PAVICEVIC Ivan (MNE) / RAZNATOVIC Milos (MNE)

Results

Match No: 25

ESP 28 - 26 CZE

(14 - 11) (14 - 15)

Referee: RIBERA ROMANS Jordi

Time out: 2

Czech Republic

Coach: TRTIK Rastislav

YC/RC Coach: 1/0

Time out: 2

Attacks

Team All Player Majority Player Minority Position Attacks FB Ind. FB Team FB TO TO

ESP 2851 55 9/11 82 3/4 75 22/44 56 2/2 86 4/5 80 6 12

CZE 2653 49 5/6 83 3/8 38 25/50 50 1/3 33 1/3 33 14 26

Legend:

% Efficiency 2M 2-Minute Suspensions 6mC 6-metre Centre Shots 7m 7-metre Penalty Shots

9m 9-metre Shots BT Breakthroughs EG Empty Goal FB Fast Breaks

FOTO Fast Throw off G/Att. Goals/Attacks Ind. Individual RC Red Cards

TO Turnover TP Time Played YC Yellow Cards
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